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Home Page

Search: Search the Unabridged Dictionary.

A Thing About Words: The Blog
Enjoy observations about words and language from Merriam-Webster editors and news about the site.

Quizzes:
Test your vocabulary knowledge.

Trend Watch:
View ongoing coverage of spikes in news-driven searches.

Videos:
Watch Merriam-Webster editors answer commonly asked grammar questions, address language disputes, and comment on interesting language topics.

Top 10 Lists:
Read entertaining lists designed to broaden vocabulary and highlight origins of words (often unusual, bizarre, or charming words).
Search Results

Find word definitions and citations.

Discover the origin of the word and when it was first used.
Search Type

Use the general search to find words and definitions. You can customize the search type from the drop-down bar.

Use the Advanced Search to search two or more fields at the same time.

View an unsurpassed collection of over a million real-world usage examples that our editors use to track words and their meanings.
Use the dictionary while playing games to practice definitions, spelling, citations, and synonyms.

Discover and expand your vocabulary with new words each day!

Watch Merriam-Webster editors answer commonly asked grammar questions, address language disputes, and comment on interesting language topics.

Test your vocabulary knowledge.